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Evolving mobility with smart filtration: Hengst Filtration invites you to IAA 
Transportation 
  
Münster-based filtration specialist Hengst will be presenting solutions for fuel cells, 
alternative fuels, oil filtration, and vehicle interiors at this year’s exhibition in 
Hannover. 
  
The inventor Thomas Alva Edison once said: ‘There’s a way to do it better – find it!’ 
That is exactly what Hengst Filtration does on a daily basis. And the company will be 
demonstrating the best filtration solutions for future mobility to you at the IAA 
Transportation trade fair. You are invited to visit Hengst Filtration between September 
19 and 25, 2022 at stand C28 in Hall 13. 
  
The highlights on display will really range from the present to the future. In the 
commercial vehicle segment, fuel cell systems will be a key future technology for 
sustainable mobility. Hengst Filtration has developed filtration solutions for ensuring 
reliable operation with optimum efficiency levels. Among those presented will be the 
Blue.iox ion exchanger, which ensures minimal electrical conductivity of the coolant 
and thus prevents electrical short circuits from occurring. 
  
To ensure the increasingly high level of fuel purity required for modern diesel engines, 
Hengst Filtration offers an intelligent fuel filter concept based on commonly available 
base versions that can be enhanced with innovative add-ons. Blue.maxx exhibits highly 
effective water-separation properties and can be optimally adapted to any application. 
  
In its traditional field of oil filtration, Hengst Filtration also offers its Blue.on 
sustainable filtration concept for commercial vehicles. Blue.on is the award-winning 
alternative to spin-on filters. It can be replaced without tools and creates 25% less 
weight and 90% less waste: ideal for the drive systems of today. 
  
But Hengst is not only the ideal partner for drive system filtration, but also for the 
vehicle interior. To protect persons travelling in a vehicle from pollutants, allergens 
and odors, Hengst Filtration has created the Blue.ion, an electrified interior filter. 
Blue.ion is based on a combination of ionization and polarization and offers optimum 
performance in a minimal size. 
 
Bild 1: Ion exchanger_Blue.iox_Hengst.jpg 
Bildunterschrift 1: The Blue.iox ion exchanger ensures safe and efficient operation due to 
minimal electrical conductivity of the cooling medium. 
Bild 2: Hengst_IAA_EN.jpg 
Bildunterschrift 2: The Hengst trade show motto for the IAA Transportation: Evolving mobility 
with smart filtration. 
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The wide world of filtration. 
 

As a family operated company with 3,500 employees at 21 locations, Hengst Filtration 
is known worldwide for its innovative filtration and fluid management solutions. 
 
Our products are used in millions of applications around the world to make something 
cleaner. But we can do even better. We think filtration – in everything we do. We deliver 
leading edge filtration systems for the fields of plant and machine engineering, industrial 
filtration, hydraulics, life science and health care. Our custom-tailored solutions are used 
in medical cleanrooms, air conditioning systems, cleaning machines, industrial systems, 
electric tools and robots. 
 
We are also an OEM supplier for the international automotive and motor industry and 
a development partner for sustainable drivetrain and mobility concepts. 
 

Making our planet a purer place. 
 

Mobility, Health, Economy, Environmental Protection & Sustainability: Our daily work 
focuses on the major issues of our time. With the goal of making the planet a cleaner 
place. This enables worldwide forward-looking technologies in all industries. 

More information: www.hengst.com  
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